
FL380RC has a RS485 port with ModBus RTU protocol.
RS485 provides a means od remotely monitoring and
controlling the unit.

Set-up screens are provided for setting up the 
communication port.

The primary current ranges from 1A to 5000A with 3 selectable scales.

The CT1 setting depends on the current input of Rogowski coils.

If the input of coils is 500A, the CT1 should be set to 0.5kA.

If the input of coils is 1000A, the CT1 should be set to 1kA.

If the input of coils is 5000A, the CT1 should be set to 5kA.

FL380RC is operated directly with Rogowski coils witouth 
integrator. The ratio of connected Rogowski coils should be 
standard 85mV/kA

This document provides operating, maintenance, installation and
instructions.
The FL380RC is an innovative instrument for measurement
and recording electrical parameters.

It is particularly suitable for consumption measurement and analysis
with high quality and stability.

The meter directly connects with Rogowski coils for current
measurement without integrator.

It measures and displays the characteristics of single phase
two wire(1p2w) and three phase four wire(3p4w) networks.

The measuring parameters include voltage(V), frequency(Hz),
current(A), power(kW/kVA/kVAr), import, export and total
energy(kWh/kVArh).

The unit can also measure Maximum demand current
and power, which is measured over preset periods of up to 60 minutes.

FL380RC can communicate through the RS485 serialport

by MODBUS RTU protocol.Configuration is password protected.
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The Modbus configuration in (baud rate etc.)
is configured through the set-up screens.

This sets the period in minutes over which the current
and power readings are integrated for maximum demand
measurement. The options are:0, 5,8,10,15,20,30, 60 minutes.
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Terminals Capacity

Screw Torque

0.5~2.5mm²

1.5~2.5mm²

0.4Nm

0.4Nm

For the wiring diagram of FL380RC, different networks 
have different diagrams. Below are wire diagrams for 3 phase
4 wires and 1 phase 2 wires.


